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ABSTRACT

This study aims to reveal, describe, and redefine the values ??of character education embodied in the traditional children's songs
dolanan Java. This formulation is made to obtain a source of moral character accurately, which in turn can be used for
stabilization source of character education in schools. Moreover, the values ??of character that already exists in a number of
sources (such as in the song, the song dolanan, wayang, fiber, other Java script), have not been able to provide basic
educational alternative manners. Therefore, this study is trying to rediscover the content of the values ??of character education
that remains relevant and significant to the moral development of children (students).
 
The method used in this study is explorative-fundamental. That is, work and study in this study discusses fundamental character
values ??that are relevant and can be an alternative in the modern era were very dry with the values ??of the main character.
Sources of data taken from the book Inventory of Traditional Children's Songs Dolanan Java (Department of Education, 1982).
To reveal the actual content dolanan Child songs, used the technique of content analysis (content analysis). Furthermore, the
contents pemahamam intensively discussed and the inferences drawn proportionally. The result of this inference will be
developed extensively gilirannnya then used as an alternative to the planting and cultivation of character child in school and in
society in general.
 
The results of the data analysis findings express the values ??of noble character in the TDA, namely; (1) The character of God,
(2) the manners to others, (3) the manners to nature (plants and animals). Target of this study ultimately produce a reference
source or character education alternative proportional, relevant, and current which can be used for the process of character
development of children, especially in formal schools. The final results can create an atmosphere fostering creative child's
character and proportionate.
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